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1.You are an ML engineer in the contact center of a large enterprise. You need to build a sentiment analysis 
tool that predicts customer sentiment from recorded phone conversations. You need to identify the best 
approach to building a model while ensuring that the gender, age, and cultural differences of the customers 
who called the contact center do not impact any stage of the model development pipeline and results. 
What should you do? 
A. Extract sentiment directly from the voice recordings 
B. Convert the speech to text and build a model based on the words 
C. Convert the speech to text and extract sentiments based on the sentences 
D. Convert the speech to text and extract sentiment using syntactical analysis 
Answer: C 
 
2.You work for a large hotel chain and have been asked to assist the marketing team in gathering 
predictions for a targeted marketing strategy. You need to make predictions about user lifetime value (LTV) 
over the next 30 days so that marketing can be adjusted accordingly. The customer dataset is in BigQuery, 
and you are preparing the tabular data for training with AutoML Tables. This data has a time signal that is 
spread across multiple columns. 
How should you ensure that AutoML fits the best model to your data? 
A. Manually combine all columns that contain a time signal into an array Allow AutoML to interpret this 
array appropriately 
Choose an automatic data split across the training, validation, and testing sets 
B. Submit the data for training without performing any manual transformations Allow AutoML to handle the 
appropriate 
transformations Choose an automatic data split across the training, validation, and testing sets 
C. Submit the data for training without performing any manual transformations, and indicate an appropriate 
column as the Time column Allow AutoML to split your data based on the time signal provided, and reserve 
the more recent data for the validation and testing sets 
D. Submit the data for training without performing any manual transformations Use the columns that have 
a time signal to manually split your data Ensure that the data in your validation set is from 30 days after the 
data in your training set and that the data in your testing set is from 30 days after your validation set 
Answer: D 
 
3.You work for a public transportation company and need to build a model to estimate delay times for 
multiple transportation routes. Predictions are served directly to users in an app in real time. Because 
different seasons and population increases impact the data relevance, you will retrain the model every 
month. You want to follow Google-recommended best practices. 
How should you configure the end-to-end architecture of the predictive model? 
A. Configure Kubeflow Pipelines to schedule your multi-step workflow from training to deploying your 
model. 
B. Use a model trained and deployed on BigQuery ML and trigger retraining with the scheduled query 
feature in BigQuery 
C. Write a Cloud Functions script that launches a training and deploying job on Ai Platform that is triggered 
by Cloud Scheduler 
D. Use Cloud Composer to programmatically schedule a Dataflow job that executes the workflow from 
training to deploying your model 
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Answer: B 
 
4.You are building a linear regression model on BigQuery ML to predict a customer's likelihood of 
purchasing your company's products. Your model uses a city name variable as a key predictive 
component. In order to train and serve the model, your data must be organized in columns. You want to 
prepare your data using the least amount of coding while maintaining the predictable variables. 
What should you do? 
A. Create a new view with BigQuery that does not include a column with city information 
B. Use Dataprep to transform the state column using a one-hot encoding method, and make each city a 
column with binary values. 
C. Use Cloud Data Fusion to assign each city to a region labeled as 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5r and then use that 
number to represent the city in the model. 
D. Use TensorFlow to create a categorical variable with a vocabulary list Create the vocabulary file, and 
upload it as part of your model to BigQuery ML. 
Answer: C 
 
5.You want to rebuild your ML pipeline for structured data on Google Cloud. You are using PySpark to 
conduct data transformations at scale, but your pipelines are taking over 12 
hours to run. To speed up development and pipeline run time, you want to use a serverless tool and SQL 
syntax. You have already moved your raw data into Cloud Storage. 
How should you build the pipeline on Google Cloud while meeting the speed and processing 
requirements? 
A. Use Data Fusion's GUI to build the transformation pipelines, and then write the data into BigQuery 
B. Convert your PySpark into SparkSQL queries to transform the data and then run your pipeline on 
Dataproc to write the data into BigQuery. 
C. Ingest your data into Cloud SQL convert your PySpark commands into SQL queries to transform the 
data, and then use federated queries from BigQuery for machine learning 
D. Ingest your data into BigQuery using BigQuery Load, convert your PySpark commands into BigQuery 
SQL queries to transform the data, and then write the transformations to a new table 
Answer: B 
 
 


